
Text:

This is part one of two 45 minute modules we will study over the next two days.   We 

will learn about bacteria, how bacteria invade host cells, how antibiotics work, the 

development of antibiotic resistance and its global impact.
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Bacteria are extremely small and can only be seen through microscope.  They are 

single-celled organisms but they are larger than a virus – viruses are even smaller 

than bacteria. 

(This slide contains the answer to question 1 on the student worksheet)
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Provide the students with an unlabeled illustration, have them label it to learn 

the basic anatomy of a bacterial cell 

(The illustration is question 9 on the back side of worksheet)
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Text:

There are certain features that allow us to identify the presence of bacteria.  These 

include:  the shape when viewed under a microscope, a Gram stain procedure that 

determines the absence or presence of an outer membrane and the correlated thickness 

of the cell wall, whether it requires oxygen or is poisoned by oxygen, nutrients to 

grow, and the sequences of proteins made by the bacteria, or sequences of the 

bacterial DNA or RNA.



The pink cells are gram-negative bacilli, the purple cells are gram-positive cocci



It is important for everyone to know that bacteria are found everywhere – we are 

constantly exposed to them.

This will be useful in the next module when discussing how to prevent the spread of 

antibiotic resistance – if we do not acquire bacteria, we will not become infected, 

and will not have to use drugs.

(Question 2 on the student worksheet)

A brief discussion of the importance of hand washing would go well here.

Optional video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znnp-Ivj2ek 
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Bacteria may survive for various periods of time on other surfaces that have come in 

contact with a bacterium.  Examples include:  toilets, sinks, cell phones, desks, remote 

controls, and on food.  I am sure you can think of other things

that bacteria could live on.  Do any of you have other ideas?



Most bacteria are good and play a positive roll in nature.  They aid in digestion, 

change sewage into simple chemicals, extract nitrogen from the air which plants use 

for protein production.  



(Question 3 on the worksheet)





No eukaryotic organism possesses the enzymes necessary to digest cellulose.

Without bacteria, these animals would not be able to digest the food that they eat.
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Some bacteria, however, are harmful – also known as pathogenic.  Pathogenic bacteria 

can damage tissues in the body or produce toxins, causing disease.



Text:

Here are a couple of examples of what some bacteria look like.  These are not to scale, 

but, the one on the left is known as E coli which often causes urinary tract infections.   

Some specific types of E coli can cause very serious

gastrointestinal infections or foodborne illnesses.   The strep bacteria on the right 

(purple) can cause strep throat or skin infections.



What is an antibiotic?

Key points:

Antibiotics are chemicals that kill bacteria or stop them from growing.

There are different types of antibiotics, each designed to work on specific 

types of bacteria.

Only a healthcare provider can prescribe the right antibiotic for your bacterial 

infection. It is important to use the right drug for your bug!

Instructor’s note:

Ask the students if they have ever taken an antibiotic. Ask them about their 

experience: did they visit the doctor? Did they take all of the medicine? Did the 

medicine make them feel better?

(Question 4 is answered on this slide and the next)



Drug toxicity and drug allergy are often confused. If a drug is toxic to a human cell, it 

is toxic to all humans. Allergies depend upon the immune response of the individual.

Even though all cells are related, bacteria and human cells are very different –

peptidoglycan in cell wall, 
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(Question 5 on the worksheet)
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Text:

When your body has bacteria on it or in it that do not cause any symptoms of infection 

– you are only colonized with the bacteria. The bacteria is “living in or on your body

as its house”, but,  but not causing any problem.  Once the bacteria invade and damage 

tissue or produce toxins that damage tissue, the body is considered to have a bacterial 

infection.

(Question #6 on the student worksheet)



Text:

Some of the host cell defenses used to fight off pathogenic bacteria include:  intact 

skin (no cuts, scrapes, etc.), protective lining of the upper airway, GI tract and vagina, 

stomach acid , and frequent flushing of the eyes by tears, or of the bladder by urine, 

and mucus in the lungs and coughing.  These all help the body protect the host cells 

from invasion by the pathogenic bacteria.

(Question #7 on the student worksheet)



Text: 

In addition, the body’s immune system notifies the body that bacteria and their 

products are present.  This causes the immune system to produce specific 

antibodies or proteins.  



Text: 

These antibodies go to the site of the infection to bind an

inactivate the bacteria.  Antibodies can cause swelling or inflammation which 

increases blood flow to the area, and recruits white blood cells to ingest and kill the 

bacteria.



This is a good place to perform an exercise using glo-germ powder. There is a white 

powder available that is difficult to detect under visible light, but under UV fluoresces 

green. The instructor can place powder on their hands, then shake hands with a few 

students, then have students shake each others’ hands around the room. Visualize with 

portable UV lights
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(#8 on the student worksheet.)



Text:

When you sneeze, it can blast viruses into the air at up to 100 miles per hour. 

If you have a virus, coughing and sneezing sends your viruses into the air 

where they can make other people sick. Holding back your sneeze can cause 

pressure and hurt your ears.  The best way to sneeze is into your sleeve or 

into a tissue to prevent spreading viruses.

Instructor’s note: to demonstrate germ transmission, you can use the balloon 

popping exercise.

Instructions:

Put a small amount of water into a balloon (a few drops is all you need). Blow 

up the balloon and tie it off. Gather some of the students into a circle; hold the 

balloon above their heads, count to three and pop the balloon. Water droplets 

will disperse through the air, just like an uncovered sneeze. 
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Consider this to be a BATTLE between the bacteria and the host cell.  There 

are three potential outcomes when a pathogenic bacteria attacks a healthy 

host cell:

1.The host cell wins and the cell recovers from the attack.   The bacteria die.

2.The bacteria and host cell live together.  In some cases, the cohabitation 

may be rocky, but in other (e.g. tuberculosis), it may survive for a lifetime.

3.Bacteria win and infect the host



Text:

With all of these defenses in place, how do bacteria win and damage the host cell?



Text:

These are some of the features that allow bacteria to be strong enough to overcome 

the immune system and harm the host cells’:  ability to attach themselves to the host 

cells’, production of toxic compounds that cause damage to the host cells’ or the 

surrounding tissue, production of proteins that disturb the host cells’ or stimulate 

uptake into the host cells’ allowing the bacteria to penetrate deeper into the body, and 

having a feature or component that prevents or limits the host cells’ immune response.




